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ABSTRACT 

Total cross sections for the coherent process v^ + Fe"*̂  •*• 

U + L+ + L° + Fe"^ have been calculated in conventional V-A 

four-fermion point-vertex weak interaction theory for muon 

neutrinos of high energies. We have considered various mass 

assignments for L+ and L°. Some of the cross-sections are 

large enough to give rise to the trimuon and four-muon final 

states seen at the CERN SPS. 
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+ - L 2 3 Since the observation of ye final states in e e annihilation, ' ' 

evidence fot the existence of heavy leptons o r , L°> has been considered 

compelling.^ The recent observation of trimuon and four-muon final states 

in high-energy neutrino Interactions has triggered speculation that heavy 

leptons are being produced there as well."*'*' The observed trimuon rate 
—5 a 2 

^10 (y (—) ) of the single muon rate suggests that one possible source of it 
such events might be the coherent production of heavy lepton pairs by neu-

trinos in the Coulomb field of heavy nuclei via the Bethe-Heitlor process 

such as in cc . Sfi v^ + Fe -*- y~ + L + L + Fe ° (1) 

followed by the subsequent decays 

+ o ± , L •*• L + X (2a) 

and L° -*• y±(e±) + Y+ (2b) 

± ± ± + , ± v , ± * 7 where X , Y - * , K , (y v ) or (e v ) pairs, etc. y e 

Neutrino-induced leptonlc trident production via v^ + Z -> Jl̂  + JL̂  + + 

Z, where 2 = f or e has been studied extensively by W. Czyz, G. C. Sheppey, 
8 9 and J. D. Walecka (CSW) as well as by many others. More recently, heavy 

lepton pair production has also been considered by Ng,^ and by Barshay„^ 

We extend their calculations to include the case where the neutral lepton L° 

may be massive. 

The basic Feynman diagrams of reaction (1) are shown in Fig. 1. In 

terms of conventional V-A point-vertex four-fermion weak interactions, the 

heavy leptonic current = ^ (x) Y^CL-YgH^o00 is coupled to the muonic 



current J* = i^(x) YA(1-Y5).^v(x) through 
M 

= 7I C J t J Jx + h.c.) (3) 

- 5 - 2 X X Here, G is taken to be Gp = 1.025 x 10 Mp , and J L and J^ are charged 

currents. 

Following CSW, the evaluation of the cross-sections of reaction (1), 

CJ(1), was carried out analytically and then numerically with a straightfor-
12 

ward Monte Carlo method. The validity and accuracy of our calculations 

were checked by reproducing the results of CSW for the coherent process 

v^ + Fe56 \i + y+ + v^ + Fe5^ to within 10% for neutrino energies ranging 

from 50m^ to 10,000 m^. We summarize below the major results of two kinds of + o 
mass assignments to the (L , L ) pair. The masses m^, m^, and m^ are defined 

in Fig. 1. 
2 2 I. m, = m , = 1.85 GeV/c , m, = 0.7 GeV/c 1 y 2 3 

- + 4 2 Identifying L = x of Perl et al, and choosing mLo =0.7 GeV/c , which 

is the largest mass that does not violate experimental observations in 

e+e •*• T+T~ and yet allows (,2b) to happen, we find that 0(1) is too small to 

account for any of the presently observed phenomena at FNAL and/or at the 

CERN SPS. Curve a of Fig. 2 shows the energy dependence of a(l) for E^ rang-

ing from 50 GeV to 400 GeV. The contribution of CT(1) to multi-muon final 

states can be expressed in terras of R, where 

R _ Rate (multi-muon final states) 
Rate (single-muon final states) 

B B x g(l) (4) 
ff
tot(charged current) x 56 



Here, B is the branching ratio for L° and L+ to decay into states containing 

two or more muons. In what follows, we assume B = 1 and take atQt(charged 
. T O T 

current) = 0.8 E (in GeV) x 10 cm /nucleon. When R is weighted by 

the energy spectrum of the wide-band (WB) neutrinos between 100 and 150 GeV 

at FNAL,14 we obtain 

<R>WB * 7 x 10"7 . (5) 

Assuming m3 = 0 (L° = Vt), as indicated in Fig. 2b, we find insignificant 

improvement in a(1). 
2 II. mj = m2 = n y m3 5 2.0 GeV/c 

1 

Most renormalizeable gauge theories contain heavy leptons. In 

the-.-context of these theories, the heavy leptons are M+ and M° (E+ and E°), 

J = H fermions with the same lepton number assignment as the p~(e~). The 

identification of L+ = p+, and L° = M° for reaction (1) is perfectly ft legitimate. In other words, p~ couples to L with full strength Gp. 
2 ig 9 

Choosing m3 = 2.0 GeV/c and 1.0 GeV/c , we find the energy dependence 

of a(1) shown in Fig. 2c and 2d, respectively. If B « 0.8 for 

L° p" + Y+ 7 , 1 7 where L° has a mass of 1.0 GeV/c2 and Y+ is any hadronic 

system, then trimuon final states will occur at a rate 

< R >WB * 6 x 1 0"6 & 

where we have weighted R as described above. This model predicts that all 

trimuon events are of the type p p u ; moreover, assuming Y = ir and an 

isotropic L° decay, we find that the average energy of the TT+ is 1/3 Ev, and 

that the opening angles between the muons are small. Table I provides 

more information on these characteristics. Furthermore, if L° p~ + p+ + v 
r* 



7 17 occurs with B = 0.2, ' one expects a four-muon event for every 4 trimuon 

events. 

Recently, the CDHS group has reported 35 trimuon and 1 four-muon 

final states out of a total of 5 x 106 neutrino interactions of which 

3.5 x 10^ are charged current and 1.5 x 106 are neutral current events. This 
5 18 

data was obtained with a narrow-band neutrino beam at the CERN SPS. ' 

The observations yield R ̂  10"5 for (3y)/(lu) and ^ 3 x 10~7 for (4y)/(ly). 

These values are not inconsistent with the prediction of the presently 

discussed production mechanism. 

We would like to thank Dr. G. A. Snow and our colleagues in the 

particle theory group at the University of Maryland for useful discussions. 

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy. 
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Table and Figure Captions 

Table I. Average characteristics of the final states for the process 

v^ + F e ^ •*• + L+ + L° + F e ^ and L° •*• u2
 + ir+ where 

L+ = y+ and L° has a mass of 1.0 GeV/c2 and decays 

isotropically. Energies are in GeV, opening angles between 
2 muons in mr, and invariant masses in GeV/c . 

Figure 1. The Feynman diagrams for neutrino-induced heavy lepton 

pair production via the Bethe-Heitler process. 

Figure 2. Total cross-sections o(l) for the coherent process 

+ Fe15^ ->• u" + + L° + Fe^^ where the masses of the 

L+ and L° are m2 and m^, respectively. Curve a) m2 = 1.85, 

m3 = 0.7; b) m2 = 1.85, m3 = 0.0; c) m2 = m^, m3 = 2.0; 
2 d) m2 = m^, m3 = 1.0 GeV/c . 
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T a b l e I . 

100 200 300 

v 
<E +> y 
<E -> 

<E +> 7T 
<8 - +> 

<0 - +> 

< e - - > 

<M - +> 

<M - +> 
u2u 

<M - -> 

<M. - + -> 
V V2 

29 63 96 

11 22 32 

30 57 83 

30 58 89 

140 110 90 

120 90 70 

80 60 50 

1.2 1.5 1.8 

1.1 1.4 1.6 

1.5 1.9 2.2 

2.3 3.1 3.5 





<r (104 0cm2/nucleus-GeV) 


